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RESPONDING PARTY GERALD ARMSTRONG‘S STATEMENT OF DISPUTED AND
UNDISPUTED FACTS

Cross—Complaint Gerald Armstrong submits this separate

statement in opposition to Cross-Defendant Church of Scientology
. 1 '

International's "Separate Statement of Undisputed Facts with

Reference to Supporting Evidence":

Third Cause of Action: Breach

of Contract

CROSS-DEFENDANT CSI'S MATERIAL

FACTS AND ALLEGEDLY SUPPORTING

EVIDENCE

1. The Mutual Release of All

Claims and Settlement

Agreement (the "Settlement

Agreement") is between Church

of Scientology International

("CSI") and Gerald Armstrong

("Armstrong").

2. The settlement Agreement

CROSS—COMPLAINANT ARMSTRONG‘S

MATERIAL FACTS AND SUPPORTING

EVIDENCE '

1. Disputed.

All Scientology—related

corporations, organizations,

groups or entities

("Scientology organizations")

are included in and are bound

by the settlement agreement.

CSI’s Exhibit A. The

settlement agreement EN 1, 2,

3, 4, TI, 8, 13

2. Undisputed.
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was executed by Armstrong and

his attorney, Michael J.

Flynn, on December 6, 1986,

and by CSI on December 11,

1986.

3. The settlement Agreement

states that it "contains the

entire agreement between the

parties hereto, and the terms

of this Agreement are

contractual and not a mere

recital."

4. The Settlement Agreement

states that it may be amended

only by a written instrument

executed by Armstrong and CSI

5. The Settlement Agreement

states that Armstrong and CSI

carefully read and understood

the contents of the Settlement

Agreement and signed it of

their own free will, and it is

the intention of the parties

2253

3. Undisputed.

4. Undisputed.

5. Undisputed.

2
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to be legally bound hereby.

6. Under the Settlement

Agreement, Armstrong

acknowledged that he entered

into the Agreement freely,

voluntarily, knowingly and

willingly, without any

threats, intimidation or

pressure of any kind

whatsoever and voluntarily

executed the Agreement of his

own free will.

7. Under the Settlement

/I Agreement, Armstrong

‘2254

6. Disputed. y

The meaning of the phrase

"Under the Settlement

Agreement" is unclear.

Armstrong does not dispute

that the cited settlement

agreement provision states:

"11. The parties to this

Agreement acknowledge the

following: A. That Q11

parties enter into this

Agreement freely, voluntarily,

knowingly and willingly,

without any threats,

intimidation or pressure of

any kind whatsoever and

voluntarily executed the

Agreement of thgig own free

will;" (underlining added).

Settlement Agreement at E11.

7. Disputed.

The meaning of the phrase
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acknowledged that he had "Under the Settlement

conducted sufficient Agreement" is unclear.

Armstrong does not dispute

that the cited settlement

deliberation and

investigation, either

personally or through other agreement provision states:

sources of his own choosing, "11. The parties to this

and had obtained advice of Agreement acknowledge the

following:.... B. That allcounsel regarding the terms

and conditions set forth parties have conducted

therein, so that he may sufficient deliberation and

intelligently exercise his own investigation, either

judgment in deciding whether personally or through other

s. or not to execute the sources of their own choosing,

and have obtained advice of
Q-unun—unu-nnnnnnuonSettlement Agreement.

counsel regarding the terms

and conditions set forth

therein, so that they may

intelligently exercise their

own judgment in deciding

whether or not to execute this

Settlement Agreement;"

(underlining added) g

gg. at q11.B.

8. Under the Settlement 8. Disputed.

4
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Agreement, Armstrong

acknowledged that he had

carefully read the Settlement

Agreement and understood the

contents of it.

9. Under the Settlement

Agreement, Armstrong warranted A

that he had received

independent legal advice from

his attorneys with respect to

the advisability of making the

settlement provided in the

Settlement Agreement and in

executing it.

1., ll

The meaning of the phrase

"Under the Settlement

Agreement" is unclear.

Armstrong does not dispute

that the cited settlement

agreement provision states

"11. The parties to this

Agreement acknowledge the

following:.... C. That all

parties have carefully read

f3 U3 CH 33

this Agreement and understand

the contents thereof..."

(underlining added).

gg. at m11.c.

9. Disputed.

The meaning of the phrase

"Under the Settlement

Agreement" is unclear.

Armstrong does not dispute

that the cited settlement

agreement provision states

"18.(A) gaghmparty warrants

that they have received

independent legal advice from



10. Armstrong knew the

provisions of the Settlement

Agreement did not prevent the

ll Church from disclosing

confidential information.

2257

their attorneys with respect

to the advisability of making

the settlement provided for

herein and in executing this

Agreement." (underlining

added).

gg. at %18.A.

10. Disputed.

Armstrong knew the provisions

of the Settlement Agreement

prevented all Scientology

organizations from disclosing

not only purported

confidential information

concerning him but any of his

purported experiences with

such organizations and such

organization's purported

knowledge of him. Armstrong

knew that if any Scientology

organization disclosed any

purported confidential

information concerning him, or

any of his purported
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11. The Third Cause of Action

of the Cross-Complaint for

Breach of Contract alleges

that the Church, and/or its

agents, and/or other

Scientology—related entities,

have engaged in ongoing

breaches of the Settlement

pm Agreement by making reference

2258

experiences with such

organizations, or such

organization's purported

knowledge of him, such

disclosure would automatically

free him to respond with his

own statement of his own

experiences and knowledge.

CSI's Exhibit B, Deposition of

Gerald Armstrong, June 24,

1992, at 160:19-161:9;

settlement agreement mm 1, 4,

4A, 4B, 5, TB, TI, 8, 18(D),

18(E); Exhibit 1, Declaration

of Gerald Armstrong, mm 4, 5.

11. Undisputed.
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to Armstrong, (a) in

communications to the press,

(b) in filing pleadings and

declarations in various

litigations.

12. The Settlement Agreement

contains no provisions which

prohibit Cross-Defendants from

making reference to Armstrong

in communicating to the press

or in pleadings and

declarations in various

litigation.

2259

12. Disputed.

The settlement agreement

contains several provisions

which individually and

together prohibit any

Scientology organization from

making reference to Armstrong

in communicating to the press

or in pleadings and

declarations in various

litigations, other than

stating that the litigation

between Armstrong and the

Scientology organizations had

been settled.

q 1 states that Armstrong

"hereby specifically waives

and releases all claims he has

or may have from the beginning

of time to and_includlQQ@EQl§
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g§tg.." (underlining added).

q 4 states that Armstrong

"does hereby release, acquit

and forever discharge...[the

Scientology organizations]

...of and from any and all

claims...and all demands,

damages, actions and causes of

action of every kind and

nature, known or unknown for

or because of any act or

omission allegedly done by

[the Scientology

organizations] from the

beginning of time to and

iQ91udlHQ_ih€lda§?lQe€?Qf-"

(underlining added).

T 4A states that "It is

expressly understood....that

this release and all the terms

thereof do pg; apply to the

ac 11 i on [S .5 09.!
Q§m§§lif9£Bi?.Y».AFm$§!9EQ-

Los Angeles Superior Court

Case No. C 420 153 ("Armstrong

l")....which....has already
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gone to trial and is presently

pending before the Second

District, Third Division of

the California Appellate Court

(Appeal No. BOO5912)."

(underlining in original)

T 4B states that "Armstrong

agrees to waive any rights he

may have to take any further

appeals from any decision

eventually reached by the

Court of Appeal or any rights

he may have to oppose (by

responding brief or ny other

means) any further appeals

taken by the Church of

Scientology of California. The

Church of Scientology of

California shall have the

right to file any further

appeals it deems necessary."

T 5 states that "For and in

consideration of the mutual

covenants, conditions and

release contained herein, and

[Armstrong]
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dismissing....[A;mstrong;I]

the §huP¢Q:Q§l§9iQQt°l0QYnQf

' ' does herebyCalifornia

release, acquit and forever

discharge.... Armstrong....of

and from all claims, causes of

action, demands, damages and

actions of every kind and

nature, known or unknown, for

or because of any act or

omission....from the beginning

of time t0 and including the
date hereof." (underlining and

double underlining added).

Q TB states that Armstrong

“understands that by the

execution of this release no

further claims arising out of

his experience with, or

actions, by [the Scientology

organizations] from the

beginning of time to and

..i.nl9ludi.n9__ rde..t...s.l1..s.r_eO.1f '
which may now exist or which

may exist in the future may

ever be asserted by him or on
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his behalf, against [the

Scientology organizations]."

(underlining added).

q TI states that "The parties

agree....that any past action

or activity, either alleged in

[Armstronggl] or activity

similar to the evidence that

was developed during

[ArmstrqnQ_l1. will net he
used,by eitherlpartileseinsi
the-0thsr_in_anY-fuFur8

litigation. In other words,

the "slate" is wiped clean

concerning past actions by any

party." (underlining added).

T 8 states that Armstrong

"agrees that he waives and

relinquishes any right or

claim arising out of the

conduct of any defendant in

[A£msirq9Q I] tQl@3t§;

including any [Scientology

organizations] and the named

defendants waive and

relinquish any right or claim

12
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arising out of the conduct of

[Armstrong] to date."

(underlining added).

q 18(D) states that "The

parties hereto and their

respective attorneys each

agree not to disclose the

contents of this executed

Agreement. Nothing herein

shall be construed to prevent

any party hereto or his

attorney from stating that

[Armstrong I] has been settled

in its entirety."

T 18(E) states that "The

parties further agree to

forbear and refrain from doing

any act or exercising any

right, whether existing now or

in the future, which act or

exercise is inconsistent with

this agreement." (underlining

added).

Settlement agreement mm 1, 4,

4A, 4B, 5, TB, TI, 8, 18(D),

13
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13. Armstrong received a

portion of a total sum paid to

his attorney, Michael Flynn,

in settlement of all claims of

Mr. Flynn's clientsn

14. On December 11, 1986, a

dismissal with prejudice was

filed in the case of Church of

Ssientsleqy Of Califnrnia V»
Armstrong, Los Angeles

Superior Court Case No. 420153

("Armstrong").

15. At the time he entered

into the Settlement Agreement,

Armstrong knew that the

2265

18(E).

13. Undisputed.

14. Disputed. Armstrong's

Cross-Complaint was dismissed.

Scientology‘s complaint was

the subject of a judgment.

Exhibit 1, W 4, Ex. 1C.

15. Disputed.

Armstrong realleges and

incorporates his material

Settlement Agreement prevented facts and supporting evidence

him from disclosing

information concerning the

Church, but that the Church

was not similarly required to

refrain from discussing him.

in nos. 10 and 12 above.

CSI‘s Exhibit D, Armstrong's

Memorandum of Points and

Authorities in Opposition to

Motion for Preliminary
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Injunction is misquoted and

misinterpreted. It states

that "In light of the

surrounding circumstances and

his uncompromising stand

against Scientology, it is not

reasonable to conclude that

Scientology could say whatever

it wanted about Armstrong in

its legal papers....but he was

required not to respond in

papers of his own."

CSI‘s Exhibit D at 51:26-27.

Armstrong never agreed that

the Scientology organization

could say whatever it wanted

about him and he would be

prohibited from responding.

Armstrong had fought from 1982

through 1986 to be able to

state the truth about his

experiences in and knowledge

of the Scientology

organization. Judge
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Breckenridge stated in his

Memorandum of Intended

Decision issued June 20, 1984

in Armstrong_I that "Armstrong

and his counsel are free to

speak or communicate upon any

of Defendant Armstrong's

recollections of his life as a

Scientologist or the contents

of any exhibit received in

evidence or marked for

identification and not

specifically ordered sealed."

It was unthinkable to

Armstrong that this freedom

would be taken away by the

settlement agreement and that

the Scientology organization

could attack him with

impunity.

Exhibit 1. ifl 4, 5.

Armstrong's attorney, Michael

Flynn, who participated in the

settlement negotiations along
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with Scientology attorney

Lawrence E. Heller ("Heller"),

stated to Armstrong before

Armstrong signed the

settlement agreement that the

provisions of the Settlement

Agreement which prevented him

from inter_alia disclosing his

experiences were "not worth

the paper they're printed on;

"they're unenforceable."

Exhibit 1, q 4.

Heller stated in a declaration

filed on or about November 1,

1989 in the case of Corydon

yiCSIJ etqalg Los Angeles

Superior Court Case No. C 694

401 ("gggyggn case"):

"The universal settlement

provided for none

disclosure of all facts

underlying the litigation

as well as non—disclosure

of the terms of the
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settlements themselves.

The non-disclosure

obligations were a key

part of the settlement

agreements insisted upon

by all parties involved."

(bold in original)

Exhibit 1, H 12, Ex. 1P.

Heller stated in the same

declaration:

"I was personally

involved in the

settlements..."

Exhibit 1, Q 12, EX. 1P.

Heller stated in the Motion of

one of the Scientology

organizations to Delay or

Prevent the Taking of Certain

Third Party Depositions by

Plaintiffs, which was filed in

the Corydon case on or about

November 1, 1989, and

18
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supported by his declaration

dated November 1, 1989:

"One of the key

ingredients to completing

these settlements,

ineistedleesnlhy ell

Parties invelyed. was
strict confidentiality

respecting: (1) the

Scientology parishioner

or staff member‘s

experiences within the

4. Church of Scientology;

(2) any knowledge

possessed by the

Scientology entities

concerning those staff

members or

parishioners..."

(underlining in original;

bold added)

Exhibit 1, Q 12, EX. 1Q.

One of the "third parties" the

(fit taking of whose deposition the

19
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16. The Settlement Agreement

provides in Paragraph 18(B)

that the parties,

"...acknowledge that they have

not made any statement,

representation or promise to

the other party regarding any

fact material to this -

Agreement except as expressly

set forth herein."

2271

Scientology organizations

sought "to delay or prevent"

was Armstrong.

Exhibit 1, % 12.

16. Undisputed.

The provision is fraudulent,

however, as to Armstrong,

since CSI and/or its attorneys

had entered into side

agreements with Flynn to

facilitate the overturning of

Judge Breckenridge’s decision

and an agreement to not assist

Armstrong in any future matter

adverse any Scientology

organization.

Exhibit 1, $6, EXS. 1D, 1E.
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Segond Cause of Action: Abuse

of Process

CROSS-DEFENDANT CSI'S MATERIAL

FACTS AND ALLEGEDLY SUPPORTING

EVIDENCE

17. The conduct alleged in

paragraphs 13, 14, 15 through

24, 26, 27, 29, 30, 33 through

38, 40, 43 through 48 and 57

of the Amended Cross-Complaint

("Cross-Complaint") is alleged

to have occurred prior to July

22, 1991.

M~.".°3z@4’”@“#

___\_
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CROSS~COMPLAINANT ARMSTRONG'S

MATERIAL FACTS AND SUPPORTING

EVIDENCE

17. Disputed.

Paragraph 24 of the Cross-

Complaint states that "The

[Scientology organization] has

continued from the date of the

settlement to collect

intelligence information on

ARMSTRONG, to consider him as

an enemy and to treat him as

Fair Game."

Paragraph 57 states that

“ARMSTRONG has learned that

MISCAVIGE possessed

ARMSTRONG'S original artwork

and manuscript after they were

stolen from ARMSTRONG‘S car in

1984." Armstrong learned this

fact from Vicki Aznaran in

1992.
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Cross—Complaint, MN 24, 57;

Exhibit 1, T 14.

18. The conduct alleged in 18. Disputed.

paragraphs 49, 51, and 55 of The conduct alleged in

the Cross-Complaint does not paragraphs 49, 51, and 55 of

include conduct which invoked the Cross-Complaint includes

the process of any court. conduct which invoked the

process of courts.

Armstrong's dream refered to

in T 49 of the Cross-Complaint

was improperly used by

Scientology to attack

Armstrong's reputation in

Armstrong I. After the

document had been specifically

sealed by Judge Breckenridge,

and then generally sealed with

the rest of the Court file at

the time of the settlement,

Scientology sent it to its

South African lawyers to

assassinate Armstrong's

reputation in the case of

A2tnlin9lY<-$¢ient¢10Q1-

22
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19. Armstrong began working

for attorney Joseph Yanny as a

paralegal on the case of

Aznaran v. Church of

Ssisnrelegy sf §3lii9Fni§. et
a1., United States District

Court for the Central District

of California, No. CV 88-1786

JMI (Ex) (the “Aznaran case")

on or about July 15, 1991.

j)~%>£$?"7
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Exhibit 1. T 15.

Each of CSI‘s Exhibits,

Armstrong‘s Exhibits, and

every document filed in this

court and every other court

relating to Scientology's

litigation practices.

19. Disputed.

Armstrong was never asked by

Mr. Yanny to be a paralegal

for him on the Aznaran case,

nor paid by Mr. Yanny to be a

paralegal for him on the

Aznaran case, and he was never

a paralegal for Mr. Yanny at

any time on the Aznaran case.

The only thing Armstrong did

on the Aznaran case on or

about July, 16, 1991 which had

anything to do with Mr. Yanny

was to write and/or execute

two declarations as a

percipient witness to the

organization's obstruction of
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20. The only declarations

filed in the Aznaran case

which mention Armstrong are:

a- Ps¢larati9n 9flLeuri¢
J,HBartilsgn dated August 23,

1991.

b. Declaration of Laurie

J. Bartilson dated August 26,

1991.

¢- Deslarativn QIWLYHQ R;

Ferny dated August 26, 1991.

d. nsslsratien of Laurie
Jyygartilsgn dated September

3, 1991.
8- P€9laratiQnlQ¥lB9QQ§F

Murphy dated September 4,

1991.

ref u1j\5:4/‘/"f

2275
justice and abuse of process

and to a telephone

conversation.

Exhibit 1. W 13.

20. Disputed.

Scientology organization

declarations which mention

Armstrong and are filed in the

Aznaran case, in addition to

those listed by CSI, include

at least:

a. Declaration of Sam

Brown dated August 26, 1991.

b. Declaration of Laurie
Jy,Bartilson dated August 30,

1991.

0- Daelsreilenlqflfiennath
Long dated September 10, 1991.

d- Qselaratiefllqf Peter
M. Jacobs dated October 7,

1991.

8- Peslsretienlef
Leursneslfieller dated N°Vember

12, 1991.
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f- Qe¢1aret;enle;lLeurie
J.WBartilson dated March 16,

1992.

Exhibit 2 , Declaration of

Ford Greene.

21. Armstrong filed 21. Disputed.

declarations in the Aznaran Armstrong filed a declaration

case on August 26, 1991 and A in the Aznaran case on

September 3, 1991, which September 4, 1991. 'The only

discussed his alleged statement Armstrong made

experiences in the Church. concerning his "alleged

Li) experiences in the Church" was

"I was a Scientologist and

held many positions in many

sectors of Scientology,

hereinafter referred to as

"the organization,“ from 1969

to 1981."

Exhibit 1. T 16, Ex. 1R.

22. The Settlement Agreement 22. Undisputed.

provides that the Los Angeles

I“ Superior Court has continuing

25
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jurisdiction to enforce the

Settlement Agreement in the

event of a breach.

23. In September, 1993, the

(Church learned of Armstrong's

filing of declarations in the

Aznaran case. Church counsel

determined that these actions

and others were violations of

24. In December, 1991, the

Church brought a motion to

enforce the Settlement

Agreement which alleged that

Armstrong had breached the

Agreement, and which sought

damages and a permanent

injunction against Armstrong.

The sole purpose of this

motion was to enforce the

Settlement Agreement against

Armstrong. Qt.

§>f:g.

2277

¢

23. Disputed.

The Scientology organization

learned of Armstrong's

declarations being filed in

the Aznaran case at least by

August, 1991.

Exhibit 2, ,T,___ q_rH” _

24. Disputed.

One of the Scientology

organizations‘ policies,

written by Scientology founder

L. Ron Hubbard, is called

"Fair Game."

The "Fair Game" policy states:

"ENEMY — SP Order. Fair

game. May be deprived of

property or injured by

any means by any

Scientologist without any

discipline of the
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Scientologist. May be

tricked, sued or lied to

or destroyed."

"SP Order" equates with a

"Suppressive Person Declare,"

as published by CSI and other

Scientology organizations.

Exhibit 1, W7, Ex. 1F.

In 1982, CSI published at

least two Suppressive Person

Declares, naming Armstrong a

"Suppressive Person."

Exhibit 1, T 8, EXS. 1G, 1H.

CSI has considered Armstrong a

"Suppressive Person“ since at

least 1982. '
Armstrong has been a target of

CSI and the other Scientology

organizations‘ "Fair Game"

policy since at least 1982.

Exhibit 1, flfl 8, 11.

27
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One of the Scientology

organizations‘ policies,

written by L. Ron Hubbard and

published in a Scientology

book entitled Magazine

Arti¢ls§,9n.LeYsllQ
ghgpksheet, states:

"The law can be used very

easily to harass, and

enough harassment on

somebody who is simply on

the thin edge anyway,

1- well knowing he is not

authorized, will

generally be sufficient

to cause his professional

decease. If possible, of

course, ruin him

utterly."

Exhibit 1, T 9, Ex. 1I.

The policies of L. Ron Hubbard

are designated and labeled by

the Scientology organizations
./_—~.. as "scripture."

28
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The policies of L. Ron Hubbard

must be followed exactly by

all staff members of all

Scientology organizations.

Staff members of any

Scientology organizations who

do not comply with any policy

of L. Ron Hubbard are subject

to "ethics penalties."

"Ethics penalties" may include

being labeled a “Suppressive

Person" and being targeted as

"Fair Game."

Exhibit 1, T 10.

CSI's purposes in its

litigation against or in

relation to Armstrong include,

inter alia, to harass him and

to ruin him utterly.

CSI has acted to carry out its

purposes of harassment and

ruin in its litigation against

or in relation to Armstrong

without cessation since 1982.
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Exhibit 1. TV 8. 9-

CSI obtained Armstrong's

signature on the settlement

agreement by duress and fraud.

The Scientology organization

subjected Michael Flynn,

Armstrong's attorney in

Arm rong I to Fair Game from

1979 until 1986 prior to

entering into negotiations

with him that resulted in the

settlement agreement Flynn and

Armstrong signed. Armstrong

worked in Flynn's law office

and was aware of approximately

a dozen lawsuits filed against

him by Scientology, several

bar complaints, a “black

propaganda" campaign against

him in the courts and media,

and an effort to have him

charged with forging a check

for $2,000,000 on one of L.

Ron Hubbard's bank accounts.
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Exhibit 1, T 11.

Armstrong learned from Flynn

after-the settlement that CSI

and/or other Scientology

organizations entered into a

contract with Flynn which

prevented him from assisting

Armstrong in any future

litigation adverse to any of

the Scientology organizations.

Armstrong also learned after

the settlement that CSI and/or

other Scientology

organizations entered into a

contract with Julia Dragojevic

and Bruce Bunch, Armstrong‘s

other attorneys, which

prevented them from assisting

Armstrong in any future

litigation adverse to any of

the Scientology organizations.

CSI and/or other Scientology

organizations entered into

additional contracts with

Flynn, unbeknownst to
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Armstrong, which were designed

to facilitate the Scientology

organizations‘ overturning of

the decision of Judge

Breckenridge in Armstrgng I.

Armstrong's attorneys in

Armstrongyl have communicated

to him that they are unwilling

to assist Armstrong in CSI’s

lawsuits attempting to enforce

the settlement agreement for

fear of reprisals from the

Scientology organization.

Exhibit 1, Q 6, EXS. 1D, 1E.

The purpose of the settlement

agreement was the obstruction

of justice.

Exhibit 1, T 2, Ex. 1A at p.4,

q 8, p.22, T 46.

The purpose of the motion to

enforce the settlement

agreement was to effectuate
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the obstruction of justice by

harassing and ruining

Armstrong and make an example

of him. Judge Geernaert

stated during the hearing on

the motion to enforce:

"So my belief is, Judge

Breckenridge, being a

very careful judge,

follows about the same

practice and if he had

been presented that whole

pl- agreement and if he had

been asked to order its

performance, he would

have dug his feet in

because that is one....of

the most ambiguous, one-

sided agreements I have

ever read. And I would

not have ordered the

enforcenment of hardly

any of the terms had I

been asked to, even on

the threat that, okay,

the case is not settled.

33
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I know we like to settle

cases. But we don't

like to settle cases and,

in effect, prostrate the

court system into making

an order which is not

fair or in the public

interest."

Exhibit 1 fifi 2,3,17, Exs. 1A,

1B, 1S at 52:7-19. '

25. In December, 1991, the 25. Disputed.

Court denied the Church's On December 23, 1991, the

motion to enforce the Court stated "So basically, I

Settlement Agreement on the am concluding, I think, that

ground that the Settlement 664.6 does not grant this

Agreement itself was Court jurisdiction over Mr.

insufficient to confer Armstrong personally or

continuing jurisdiction upon I jurisdiction to, quote"

the Court. enforce the agreement; nor

G22) does 127(A)4 in that there was

never an order by Judge

Breckenridge requiring the

parties to perform the

I agreement. My belief is that

34
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had he been asked to do so, he

would have declained even on

pain of having the settlement

blow up because that is just

another four lawsuits waiting

to happen, in my experience,

when you have an agreement

like this. ... This first

motion (to enforce the

settlement agreement) is

denied on the basis that Judge

Breckenridge did not sign an

-2 order or make an order

requiring the parties to

perform the document entitled

"mutual Release of all Claims

and Settlement Agreement"; nor

did Judge Breckenridge sign

any order reserving

jurisdiction in the Court in

this case to enforce said

agreement."

CSI's Exhibit G, Reporter's

Transcript of Proceedings,

63:5—15; 63:22-27.

35
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26. In February, 1992, the

Church filed the Complaint

herein, seeking damages and a

preliminary and permanent

injunction for Armstrong's

breaches of the Settlement

Agreement.

27. Judge Dufficy ordered

this action moved from Marin

County to Los Angeles County,

but only after issuing a

temporary restraining order

prohibiting Armstrong from

further breaching the

Settlement Agreement.

ea

28. Before the file in this

case was moved to Los Angeles,

but after the TRO was issued,

 2287

Undisputed

27. Disputed.

The temporary restraining

orders signed by Judge Dufficy

say nothing about prohibiting

Armstrong from further

breaching the settlement

agreement, and were issued to

maintain what Judge Dufficy

perceived as the status quo

only.

CSI's Exhibits H and I;

Transcript of procedings March

_m, 1992“**w““Jm~ _hl_gWguyW
1'

28. Disputed.

Before the file in this case

was moved to Los Angeles, but
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Armstrong discussed his

experiences with the Church

for hours with attorneys for

litigants against protected

entities, and gave interviews

to the press in which he also

disclosed his experiences with

the Church.

2288

after the TRO was issued,

Armstrong did not discuss his

experiences with the

Scientology organization for

hours with attorneys for

litigants against protected

entities.

Exhibit 1, T 18.

What Armstrong is alleged by

CSI to have stated to Cable

Network News on March 20, 1992

is “I'm an expert in the

misrepresentations Hubbard has

made about himself from the

beginning of Dianetics until

the day he died." Such a

statement is not a disclosure

of Armstrong's experiences

with the Scientology

organization.

Exhibit 1, T 19, Ex. 1T at p.

1.
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29. The TRO issued by Judge
Dufficy provided that

Armstrong and his agents were

enjoined from violating the

Settlement Agreement,

including the following

provisions, .

"2. Armstrong is

restrained from violating

Paragraph 7(D) which prohibits

Armstrong from creating or

publishing books or magazine

articles, disclosing his

experiences with Scientology,

and any knowledge or

information he may have

concerning the Church of

Scientology, L. Ron Hubbard,

or any of the organizations

listed in paragraph 1 of the

Agreement (“Scientology

organizations“) affiliated

therewith, disclosing

documents identified in

Exhibit A to the Settlement

Agreement, including films,

29. Disputed.

Armstrong realleges and

incorporates his material

facts and supporting evidence

in no. 24 above.

The purpose of the Order to

Show Cause Re Contempt that

CSI sought was also to harass

and ruin Armstrong so as to

remove him as an impediment to

the Scientology organization's

obstruction of justice.

Exhibit 1, TT 2,3,9, Ex. 1I.

2289
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tapes, photographs, recordings

or variations or copies of any

such materials which concern

or relate to the religion of

Scientology, L. Ron Hubbard or

any of the Scientology

organizations; .

"3. Defendant is

restrained from violating the

provisions of Paragraph 7(G)

which prohibits Defendant from

voluntarily assisting or

cooperating with any person

adverse to Scientology in any

proceeding against any of the

Scientology organizations, or

from cooperating in any manner

with any organizations aligned

against Scientology;

"4. Defendant is

restrained from violating the

provisions of Paragraph 7(H)

which prohibits Defendant from

testifying or participating in

judicial or administrative

proceedings adverse to

2290
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Scientology or any of the

Scientology organizations

unless compelled to do so by

subpoena or lawful process;

"5. Defendant is

restrained from violating the

provisions of Paragraph 7(H)

which prohibits Defendant from

assisting or advising anyone,

including individuals,

partnerships, associations,

corporations, or governmental

entities contemplating any

claim or engaged in litigation

or involved in or

contemplating any activity

adverse to the interests of

any of the Scientology

organizations... "

As a result, the Church

applied for an order to

show cause re contempt,

the sole purpose of which

was to enforce the

Settlement Agreement and

the TRO.

22.91
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30. The Marin Court did not

rule on the merits of the

Church's application for an

order to show cause re

contempt, but simply

instructed the Church to re-

file it in Los Angeles.

30. Disputed.

The Marin Court stated "The

Court granted the Motion to

Transfer and granted an

extension of 45 days on the

Preliminary Injunction. All

remaining motions were to be

heard in Los Angeles County.

Pursuant to that order, no

further orders are to be

submitted to this Court and

there will be no further

hearings scheduled regarding

this matter."

The Court granted the Motion

to Transfer on March 20, 1992.

CSI submitted its Application

for an OSC Re Contempt to the

Court on March 26, 1992.

The Court did not permit CSI

to file its Application.

The Court did not instruct CSI

to refile its Application in

Los Angeles.

Exhibit 1, T 20, Exs. 1U, 1V,

2292
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31. On May 28, 1992, the

Honorable Ronald Sohigian

issued a preliminary

injunction enforcing the

Settlement Agreement, finding,

inter alia, that the Church

had demonstrated a substantial

probability of success on the

merits, had been irreparably

harmed by Armstrong's

breaches, and that the earlier

denial of the motion to

enforce the settlement

agreement on jurisdictional

grounds did not preclude the

bringing of the action.

32. On May 16, 1994, the

Second District Court of

Appeal affirmed the order

granting a preliminary,

injunction, which it held

 2293
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31. Disputed.

Judge Sohigian denied CSI's

motion for a preliminary

injunction as to all

conditions of the settlement

agreement; except that he

enjoined Armstrong from

assisting claimants or

intended claimants in
litigation against the

Scientology organization.

Nowhere does Judge Sohigian

find or state that the

Scientology organization "had

been irreparably harmed by

Armstrong's breaches."

CSI's Exhibit K.

32. Undisputed.
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restrained "Armstrong's

voluntary intermeddling in

other litigation against [the]

Church in violation of his own

agreement.“

33. The case identified by

Armstrong in the Amended

Cross-Complaint, T 50, is the

Case °f CQUF¢hW9§.$9ieUt9lPQ!

Internetifinal vllfianthqet st
aly, United States District

Court for the Central District

of California, Case No.91 4301

SUW (TX) ("$923229")-

34. Xanthos is a complaint

against numerous IRS agents

for constitutional violations.

The allegation that Armstrong

aided the agents in their

illegal and fruitless criminal

investigations is plainly part

of the constitutional

violations alleged.

2294

33. Undisputed.

34. Disputed.

The Xanthos complaint states

that "The infiltration of the

Church was planned as an

undercover operation by the LA

CID along with former Church

member Gerald Armstrong, who

planned to seed church files

with forged documents which

the IRS could then seize in a
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raid.“ This statement is

false, and concerns matters

which had been sealed at CSI's

request in ArmstrongyI.

CSI's Exhibit M at 14:3-7,

Exhibit 1, T 21.

35. In August, 1991, Undisputed

Armstrong began working for

Ford Greene as a paralegal on

the Aznaran case.

44
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